
Planning Grants –
Theory of Change + Evidence
August 18 – 10am

Please sign-in via the chat box:
• Organization/Program
• Name(s)
• What is your favorite summer food/beverage?



Resources…reminder…

Serve WA Online Subgrantee Resources:
• Planning Grant Meeting Materials

• Planning Grant Curriculum & Benchmarks
• Recorded Webinars & Materials

• Additional Resources
• Serve WA Special Terms & Conditions (Planning 

Grant)
• AmeriCorps Program Handbook

• Guide for Operational Grants
• Basis for our Planning Grant Year

https://servewashington.wa.gov/programs/americorps/subgrantee-resources/planning-grantees-meeting-materials
https://servewashington.wa.gov/programs/americorps/subgrantee-resources/additional-resources
https://servewashington.wa.gov/programs/americorps/subgrantee-resources/americorps-program-handbook


Learning To Date

Previous Content
• Orientation/AmeriCorps 101
• Locating/Reviewing/Reading AmeriCorps Guidance
• Fiscal Introduction

Today’s Agenda
• Theory of Change
• Evidence

Next Up (September 1)
• Logic Model/Performance Measures/Data Collection



Qtr. 1: Questions to Consider
• Is there alignment between the need, intervention, and intended 

outcome? Clear design/dosage?
• What level of evidence supports this alignment?
• Which aspects of your program are best measured annually?
• How many AmeriCorps members will be needed?  Are the member 

activities allowable?
• What are the characteristics and qualifications of desired 

AmeriCorps members?
• How many staff members and what roles will be supporting the 

program and members?
• Are any partner agreements necessary for data collection?  How will 

members/sites be oriented to data collection?
• What checks and balances will be needed to ensure fidelity in data 

collection?
• Will you have host sites?  What other partners are necessary to be 

successful?
• How will you obtain the cash match necessary to operate the 

program?



2 Part Webinar

• Theory Of Change (TOC): Designing 
Effective Action for Change

https://americorps.gov/sites/default/files/modules/module-2-
designing-effective-action-for-change/story.html

• Building Evidence of Effectiveness
https://americorps.gov/sites/default/files/modules/module-3-
building-evidence-of-effectiveness/story.html

https://americorps.gov/sites/default/files/modules/module-2-designing-effective-action-for-change/story.html
https://americorps.gov/sites/default/files/modules/module-3-building-evidence-of-effectiveness/story.html


Theory of Change

Designing Effective Action for 
Change

How a Theory of Change helps you 
clarify the cause-and-effect 

relationship at the heart of your 
program

Copyright © 2012 by JBS International, Inc.
Developed by JBS International for the Corporation for National & Community Service 



Theory of Change

Learning Objectives

By the end of the module, you will be able to:

• Describe the benefits of a Theory of Change
• Define the three elements needed to construct
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Theory of Change

Theory of Change Perspective
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Theory of Change

Theory of Change Elements
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Theory of Change

Theory of Change Perspective
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Theory of Change

Theory of Change Elements
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Theory of Change

Everyday Life Example

• I have strep throat (problem)
• I will take antibiotics (intervention) 
• I will get better (outcome)
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Theory of Change

Everyday Life Example
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Evidence: 
 Guides choice of intervention

 Supports cause-effect relationship



Theory of Change

Example:
Riverton Literacy Corps

Children reading 
below grade level 

in 3rd grade
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Community 
Problem/need



Theory of Change

Theory of Change Elements
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Community Problem/Need is the specific issue your 
project, with its specific intervention (service activity), is 
designed to address. What is the extent and severity of 
this need in the community?



Theory of Change

Theory of Change Elements
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Statistics
documenting the 

problem/need



Searching for Statistics

Examples
• Census data
• County Health Rankings
• Office of Superintendent of Public 

Instruction
• Environmental Protection Agency
• National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration
• Department of Natural Resources
• Others?



Community Problem/Need

• Data documenting problem/need should 
answer these questions:

• SCOPE: Who and how many are directly affected? Is this an issue 
specific to a target group of individuals based on race, ethnicity, 
sexual orientation, gender, age, or protected class of individuals? 
How severe is this? 

• SIGNIFICANCE: What makes this a compelling need? Is it likely to 
become worse? What will happen if we do nothing?

• CAUSE(S): Why does the need exist? How is it perpetuated?



X Lengthy problem statements 
with irrelevant information



Searching for Statistics
• COMMON ISSUE: DATA DUMP
• Example: EnviroCorps maintains trails throughout public parks in 

Iberia County. Many parks have deteriorating trails. Lack of 
maintained trail system leads to soil erosion and water runoff 
polluting nearby streams as well. Hikers are more likely to not 
stay on the trails that aren’t maintained and end of causing 
damage fragile habitats. 

• Which data would be LESS directly relevant to include? 
• Water pollution concentrations
• Measures of soil erosion
• Poverty rates
• Invasive species cover rates
• Miles of unmaintained trail
• Average number of hikers



Searching for Statistics

• EQUITY LENS – reconsidering these common terms

• At-Risk Youth

• Underserved Community

• Achievement Gap

• Under Resourced

• https://shelterforce.org/2019/11/12/the-opposite-of-deficit-
based-language-isnt-asset-based-language-its-truth-telling/

https://shelterforce.org/2019/11/12/the-opposite-of-deficit-based-language-isnt-asset-based-language-its-truth-telling/


Searching for Statistics
Better Language

https://healthequity.wa.gov/Portals/9/Doc/Publications/Reports/EquityL
anguageGuide_Final_.pdf

https://healthequity.wa.gov/Portals/9/Doc/Publications/Reports/EquityLanguageGuide_Final_.pdf


Searching for Data

• EQUITY LENSE

• SCOPE: Who and how many are directly affected? 
How severe is this?

• SIGNIFICANCE: What makes this a compelling 
need? Is it likely to become worse? What will 
happen if we do nothing?

• CAUSE(S): Why does the need exist? How is it 
perpetuated? 



Searching for Data

RACIAL EQUITY LENS

Language matters. 
• “State data have consistently pointed to 
differences in access and outcomes experienced 
by people of color. …Be explicit about racism and 
other forms of oppression as the underlying 
causes for the inequities that exist and show up in 
state data.”



Intended Outcome

• What change are you hoping to make related to 
the identified need?



Identifying the Intended
Outcome

• Economic Opportunity Program Example
• Possible outcomes to measure:

• secured employment
• transitioned into safe, healthy, affordable housing
• improved job readiness



X Outcomes that are difficult to measure 
or don’t align with other ToC components



Intervention

• An intervention is the specific set of activities in 
which participants and volunteers will be 
engaged. What is the best way to achieve the 
intended outcome?



Intervention

• Describe the design and dosage of your 
intervention (service activity):
• Design (who does what with whom?)
• Dosage

• Frequency (how many sessions a week?)
• Intensity (length of each session)
• Duration (how many total weeks of sessions?)



Intervention Example

• Healthy Futures Program Example
• Design: national service participants implement 

the Run Up curriculum with youth ages 17-21 to 
increase physical fitness and educate them on 
body awareness

• Frequency: twice a week 
• Intensity: 60 minutes per session
• Duration: 12 weeks



X Interventions lacking detail or 
support of evidence



• Intervention: Tutoring, structured physical activities, 
field trips etc. 3-4 hours daily, throughout the school 
year.



• Intervention REFINED: 30 AmeriCorps 
members will provide teacher identified 3rd-6th

graders 1-1 tutoring at least two hours per 
week and structured small group physical 
activities for 1-2 hours afterschool each day 
throughout the school year. 



Theory of Change

Testing Your Theory of Change:
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Theory of Change

Summary of Key Points

• A theory of change identifies cause/effect
• The three elements of a theory of change;  

community problem/need, intervention, intended 
outcome are supported by data and evidence

• Data documenting community need should show 
scope, significance, and causes
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Break

• 10 minute stretch break!

• Chair Yoga (5 minutes) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
YTPV0f_DFs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YTPV0f_DFs


Evidence: What It Is And Where To Find It

Building Evidence of 
Effectiveness



Module Objectives Objectives

• Understand how evidence informs theory of change and 

program design

• Be familiar with various types of evidence

• Understand how to assess evidence



Building Evidence of Effectiveness

Theory of Change Elements



Building Evidence of Effectiveness

Evidence



How Evidence Informs Program 
Design

New Programs Existing Programs



Building Evidence of Effectiveness

Evidence-Based



Building Evidence of Effectiveness

Evidence-Based

Most Rigorous Type Of Evidence

Program designs where evaluation has established a 
causal linkage between program activities and intended 



Assess 
program’s 
outcomesEnsure 

effective 
implementation

Obtain evidence  
of positive 
program 

outcomes

Building Evidence of  Effectiveness
Evidence 
Based



Building Evidence of effectiveness

Evidence Basis for Interventions



Building Evidence of effectiveness

Evidence Source: Evaluations 
from Other Organizations

• Have similar programs been successful in 
achieving the outcomes you want your program to 
produce?



Building Evidence of effectiveness

Evidence Source:  Your 
Performance Measurement Data

Past performance measurement outcome 
data:

• What do your past performance 
measurement results tell you?

• Can you show positive outcomes over 
time?



Building Evidence of effectiveness

Evidence Source: 
Your Program Evaluation



Assessing Evidence

•Considerations:
• Similar: Cites comparable intervention with similar 

beneficiaries and results
• Significant: Findings show that the program had a positive 

and statistically significant effect on beneficiaries
• Up-to-date: Recently published or most recent available
• High Quality: Use well-implemented and appropriate 

research methodologies given the research questions of 
interest

• Reputable: Source with no stake in outcome and published 
in a peer reviewed journal or by credible organization



Building Evidence of effectiveness

Evidence Continuum

Causation
Low High



Building Evidence of effectiveness

Searching Online
https://www.nationalservice.gov/impact-our-

nation/evidence-exchange - AmeriCorps Evidence 
Exchange

https://scholar.google.com/ - Google Scholar

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/ - What Works Clearinghouse 
- reviews the existing research on different programs, 
products, practices, and policies in education

https://www.nationalservice.gov/impact-our-nation/evidence-exchange
https://scholar.google.com/
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/


Key Points

• Evidence helps us understand whether or not a program is 
achieving its intended outcomes

• A program’s theory of change should be informed by evidence 
about what interventions are, and are not, likely to be 
successful in achieving the intended outcomes

• The strength of a program’s evidence exists on a continuum, 
and different types of evidence are appropriate at different 
stages of a program’s life cycle

• Factors to consider when assessing evidence quality include: 
similarity, significance or strength of findings, recency, quality 
and whether the evidence is from a reputable source

https://americorps.gov/grantees-sponsors/national-
performance-measurement-core-curriculum

https://americorps.gov/grantees-sponsors/national-performance-measurement-core-curriculum


“Homework”

• Continue reviewing and reading AmeriCorps guidance 
documents.

• Begin developing a Theory of Change 
• Identify evidence to support the Theory of Change 

framework



Deliverables

• Theory of Change

Submit to Lou and Jenny anytime through mid-October for 
general feedback.  

Continue to discuss/asses throughout the planning grant year.

Lou Thompson – lou.thompson@ofm.wa.gov
Jenny Benson – jenny.benson@ofm.wa.gov

mailto:lou.thompson@ofm.wa.gov
mailto:jenny.benson@ofm.wa.gov


Closing
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